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ABSTRACT
I^
This study investigates the steady-state and transient
response of the squeeze film damper bearing. Roth the stcady-
state and transient equations for the hydrodynamic bearing forces
are derived. The steady-state equations are used to determine the
damper equivalent stiffness and damping coefficients. These co-
efficients are used to find the damper configuration which will
provide the optimum support characteristics based on a stabi_ity
analysis of the rotor-bearing system. The effects of end seals
and cavitated fluid film are included.
The transient analysis of rotor-bearing systems is performed
by coupling the damping and rotor equations and integrating
forward in time. The effects of unbalance, cavitation and
retainer springs are included in the analysis.
Methods of determining the stability of a rotor-bearing
system under the Influence of aerodynamic forces and internal
shaft friction are discussed. Particular emphasis is placed on
solving the system characteristic frequency Equation and stability
maps produced using this method are presented.
The study shows that for optimum stability and low force trans-
missability the squeeze bearing should operate at an eccentricity
ratio of c<0.4.
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION UNITS
C Bearing Clearance in.
Co Equivalent bearing damping lb-sec/in
CX , Cxy Bearl-ag dcmpino lb-sec/in
Cyy' Cyx
e Journal Eccentricity in.
EMU Ratio of unbalance eccen r ricity ---.
to bearing clearance
Fx Force component in x-direction lbf
Fy Force component in y--direction IV
Fr Force component in radial direction lbf
F©
Force component in tangential direction lbf
FMAX Maximum hydrodynamic force lbf
FU Force due to rotating unbalance lbf
FURATI0 Ratio of FMAX to FU ---
h Fluid film thickness in.
k Unit vectors in fixed coordinate system ---
•	
ko Equivalent bearing stiffness Win
XR Retainer Spring Stiffness lb/ir.
kxx' kXy Bearing Stiffness Win
kyy , kyx
L Bearing length in.
N Rotor speed RPM
nr , 
n 
Unit vecotors in rotating coordinate ---
system
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I 1. INTRODUCTION
'	 Modern turbomachines are highly complex systems. Currf!nt
design trends are producing machines that consist of several
process stages ,joined together. The rotors in these machines
are highly flexible shafts, often mounted in more than two bear-
ings o that rotate at very high speeds, It is not uncommon to
see machines that operate above the second critical speed. As
a result the system dynamics are very complicated.
IOne of the major problems encountered in these machines is
instability produced by aerodynamic forces on impeller wheels,
1	 friction in the stressed rotor and hydrodynamic forces in the
bearings. The instability is characterized by large amplitude
whirl orbits and often results in bearing or total machine failure.
It is often aggravated by seals and other external forces
transmitted to the machine. Production losses from failed machines
are very high and it may take many months to repair or replace the
failed unit. in addition operator safety is jeopardized when
machines fail and occasional loss of life occurs.
An an example of violent self excited whirl. motion in a turborotor
is Fig. 1-1 which represents a centrifugal compressor designed to operate
1	 at 52,000 RPM. At the design speed the compressor becomes highly unstable,
the magnitude of the whirl motion being dependew upon the compressor
speed and loading. The occurrence of this type of whirl motion
	 	 ce	 yp	  has
caused several catastropic failures with this class of compressors.
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iFrom the earliest investigations of rotor instability, it has
been known that the use of flexible, damped supports has an effect
on instability and can eliminate it or alter the speed at which
it occurs. Recent research has produced a large body of knowledge
on the use of these supports and their effect on instability.
tThe squeeze film damper bearing is one type of flexible
'	 support that is currently being investigated. This study ex-
amines the squeeze bearing and through computer simulation shows
'	
its effects on several rotor-bearing systems. The equations for
the hydrodynamic. damper forces are developed in both fixed and
rotating coordinate systems. The use of two coordinate systems
'	 allows for both steady-state and transient analysis of damper
.performance.
The steady-state behavior of the damper results in the for-
mulation of damper stiffness and damping coefficients which can
rbe used to size the damper configuration. This is accomplished
'	 by comparing the coefficients with required values obtained from
a Stability analysis of the rotor-bearing system.
'	 The transient analysis is very useful in determining the
response to particular forms of external and internal
forces as noted previously. Also the effect of damper retainer
'	 springs and fluid film cavitation can be found. The transient re-
sponse is found by tracking the journal motion forward in time
by integrating the equation,; of motion under the influence of the
system forces.
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2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
2.1 REYNOLDS EQUATION
The configuration of the squeeze film damper bearing
is shown in Figure (2-1) where the clearance has been exag-
gerated. Both fixed and rotating zoordinate systems are shown,
and the bearing equations are derived for both systems. The
definitions of the various parameters are listed in the nomen-
clature section of this paper.
The basic bearing equation is the keynolds equation which
is derived from the Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible
flow. With the proper bearing parameters the equation for the
fluid film forces are derived. [1]
The Reynolds equation for the short, plain journal bearing
is given in both fixed and rotating coordinates by:
Fixed coordinates:
4 1
t^
i
^Y
I'
a 	 aP 
= (	 + w) ah + 2 ah	 (2-1)
aZ [
h s
6 u aZ	 b	 j ae	 at
Rotating coordinates:
a	 h 3 3Pl	 ah	 M	 (2-2)
aZ [6u aZ	 = (wb + wj - 2^) 6 + 2 at
As shown in Figure (2-1), the angle 6 in the fixed coor-
dinate expression is measured from the positive X-axis in the
direction of rotation whereas the angle 6' in the rotating co-
ordinate expression is measured from the lire of centers in the
4
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Figure 2-1 Squeeze Film Damper Bearing Configuration in
Fixed and Rotating Coordinate Systems
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direction of rotation. The assumptions used in the derivation
of equations (1) and (2) include:
1. The fluid inertia terms in the Navier-S p okes equations
have been neglected due to their small magnitude.
2. Body forces in the fluid film have beer. neglected.
3. The fluid viscosity is constant.
4. The flow in the radial direction has been neglected,
that is, the short bearing approximation has been used.
rlI
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A comparison of the short bearing solution and the general
solution of the Reynolds equation solved by a finite difference
technique for the plain journal bearing under steady state con-
ditions shows that Vie short bearing solution is highly accurate for
a wide range of eccentricities for L/D < 1/4 and is acceptable for
L/D values up to 1 if the eccentricity ratio is low. The normal
design range of the squeeze film bearings will be L/D < 1/2 and
eccentriciLy ratios < 0.4.
2.2 BEARING FORCES IN FIXED COORDINATES
For the plain bearing with full end leakage the appropriate
boundary conditions are:
P(0,0) = F(O,L; = p
	
(2-3)
In the fl.xed coordinatf ,
 system the film thickness, h, is given
by:
h= c - x cos 0- y sin 0
(2-4)
6
1
Substituting into equation (2-1)
	 integratingand
	
yields:
p(O,Z)	 =	 Z2	 --	 LZ (wb + w^)	 +2 ah	 (2-S)atd0
d
h'
h
4The total force components in the x and y directions are found by
integrating	 the pressure over the entire journal
surface.
2n	 L
_	 dZ d6F	  _	 ^P (0 , Z) R cos 0	 (2-6)X
0
2n	 L'
(2-7)
F	 = -
	
ffP (0, Z) R  sin 	 dZ de
' y	 0 0
Substituting the expressions for 
a6	
and	
11	
into the pressure
at
equation and integrating around the bearing circumference gives:
2n
rFx	 - RL3	 (w +w •) (xsinO-ycosO) -2 (xcosO+ysin8)
_	 u	 b cos	 5^	 ( 2-8)
'
Y1
F	 -	 2	 - -
i d 8
(c - x Cos 0 - y sin 0)3	 sin 0
' 0
The above equation is applicable to the evaluation of
the forces developed in the plain journal bearing as well as
the squeeze film damper bearing for arbitrary values of journal
' dispacement, velocity, and shaft and bearing housing angular
velocities.
	
Hence the anaivsis can also be used for the general
floating bush Bearing with rotation.
' For the case of the squeeze film damper where the journal 	 and
` housing are constrained from rotating, 	 (wb-wj - 0), the force
' expressions become
7
.^Il
__
	
_	 __ _ __..
	
-,_	 __
2n
Fx 	 -2 (^t cos A + y sin A^
	 Cos A dA
Fy
	2	 (c - x cos 9 - y sin 8)
	
sin A
	
(2-9)
'	 0
'	 Thcse non-linear fluid film forces are easily combined with
the rotor-bearing system dynamical equations providing a complete
'	 non-linear dynamical analysis of the system. Because the bear-
ing force equations are written in fixed Cartesian coordinates
ia transformation from one coordinate system to another is not
'	 required. This is very important for conservation of computation
time since the bearing pressure profile must be integrated at
'	 each time step of the system motion.
' 2.3	 DAMPER CAVITATION
If the complete pressure profile is calcuL:ted without re-
' gard to cavitation or rupture of the film,
	 then the bearing pressure
will be similar to Figure ( 2 - 2 )•	 This figure represents the three'
dimensional pressure generated in tUe bearing.
The exact mechanism causing cavitation in fluids is not
fully known.	 It is known that film rupture is influenced by gas
and solid content of the fluid. 	 Recent investigations Have
shown that a fluid may stand large 	 tensile stresses-[2],
and its ability to withstand rupture is dependent on its past
' history.	 In this investigation it is assumed that cavitation
occurs when the pressure in the film drops below ambient pressure.
The cavitated film then extends over only a section of the bear-
' ing circumference as shown in Figure (2-3).	 Recent experimental
rgsearch has shown that cavitation in the squeeze bearing occurs
in streamers of bubbles which extend around the entire bearing
'`	 ' 8
.o
Figure 2-2 Uncavitated Pressure Profile Showing Region
of Negative Hydrodynamic Pressure
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Figure 2-3. Cavitated Pressure Profile With Neg-tive
Hydrodynamic Pressure Equated to Zero
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[3]. These streamers initially appear at the center of the bear-
ing and extend outward as the rotor speed increases. It is be-
'	 yond the scope of this present paper to analyze this type of
cavitation effect. Therefore the conventional cavitated film
'	 is assumed to occur when P<P where P is the assumed cavitation
	
c	 c
pressure.
fWhen evaluating the integral of equation (2-9), negative
pressures are equated to zero if the film is assumed to cavitate.
If the oil supply pressure is sufficient.Ly high and suitable
operating conditions exist the film does not cavitate.
'	 2.4 BEARING FORCES IN ROTATING COORDINATES
The Reynolds equation in rotating coordinates was given
by equation (2-2). Assuming steady-state circular synchronous
'	 precession of the journal about the bearing center and no axial
misalignment, equation (2-2) can be integrated in closed form.
'	 The resulting equations for the bearing forces give the equivalent
stiffness and damping of the bearing.
'	 The force components are:
Fr — 'u RL3	 (^ .E. sin 0' + e Cos 8' )	 cos 0' d0' (2-10)F 6
	
--	 sC
	(1 + e cos 0') 3	 sin 81
01
'	 The limits of integration, of and 0', Aef_ine the area over.
which a positive pressure profile exists and are dependent on
'	 the type of journal motion and whether or not cavitation occurs.
It is assumed that the damper is precessing in steady-
,	 state circular motion about the origin and therefore a
	
0.
^	 ^	 11
The resulting force components are:
F	 -2VRL3cwe	 (2-11)a
r	 c3 (1 - E2) 2
Fe = _yR.L 3 7Tew	 (2-12)
2c 3 (1 - e2) 3^2
i
and
i
i
^t
I
1
The force in equation (2-11) appears as a stiffness coefficient
times a displacement acting in line of O e displacement towards
the bearing center. The equivalent damper stiffness is:
K __ 2URL3ew
O	 c3 (1 - E 2 ) 2
Since the journal is precessing and not rotating, every point in '
the journal has a velocity equal to ew. The force in equation (2-12)
therefore appears as a damping coefficient times a velocity acting
in the direction opposite the journal motion.
The equivalent damper damping is:
C __ uRL3r,	
(2-14)
0 2c - E2))
For the uncavitated film, the components are given by:
0
r =	 (2-15)
F _ -VRL3 7ew (L-16)e C3 (1 - E2)3/2
(2-13)
PIt is therefore evident that a complete fluid film does not
produce an equivalent bearing stiffness but doubles the damping 	
a
of the cavitated film.
f
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Although the equations for the damper characteristics were
a
derived for a plain damper, they are applicable to other damper
configurations such as those shown in Figure 2-4. A damper with	 3
a c i rcumferential oil groove and full end leakage, shown in Figure
2--4a, consists of two plain lands of length L/2. The pressure
drops to atmospheric in the oil groove creating two parallel pres-
sure profiles corresponding to cwo parallel dampers of length L/2.
Thus the maximum pressure in each side of the damper is reduced
a factor of four and the force on each side is reduced by a fac-
tor of eight. The net effect of cutting a circumferential oil
groove in the damper is to decrease the hydrodynamic force and
both bearing coefficients by a factor of four.
The damper represented in Figure 2-4b has a circumferential
oil groove and end seals to prevent end leakage. Since the pres-
sure vanishes at the center, the pressure profile is equivalent to
that for a plain land without an oil groove and without end seals.
The values for total force, stiffness, and damping are also the
same.
As will be shown in later sections, it is often desired to
design a damper to have stiffness and damping values within a
certain range. The amount that the clearance can be increased
may be limited by sealing or other conditions which necessitates
lowering the damper characteristics by other means. Circumfer-
ential grooves serve to lower both stiffness and damping of the
damper without changing the distance between the end seals. The
characteristics can be easily calculated by summing the effects
of the lands between the oil grooves.
13
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End Seals
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The damper equations derived in this section are summarized
in Table (2-1). Also included in the table are the equations f.,r
pure radial squeeze motion. For this type of operation m v o and
results from a purely unidirectional load on the journal. The
radial and tangential force components are derived from equation
0
(2-10) where only the term containing c in the integral is re-
tained. The pressure equation is also modified to include only
the E term. The maximum pressure occurs at A ' =n for all values
of journal eccentricity. Examination of the pressure equation
reveals that the hydrodynamic pressure is positive only in
the region^O' = L .to 27. These values of e' are the limits of
integration in equation (2-10) for the cavitated film.
The table also shows that for purely radial motion no (Immper
stiffness is obtained in either the cavitated or uncavitatea
damper,
	 Thus IL-this type-af motion-exist-s retainer-springs--- -- - -
must be included to provide support flexibility.'
For the case of circular damper precession, the table
shows the stiffness and damping of the cavitated film and damp-
ing of the uncavitated film remain essentially constant for low
eccentricity ratios. As the eccentricity ratio increases above
0.4 there is a rapid increase in these properties and they approach
infinity as c approaches 1. This variation of stiffness in the
cavitated film is very important. As the eccentricity becomes
large the support becomes more rigid with a corresponding in-
crease in the rotor critical speed. If the rotor critical speed
is increased above the operating speed, the phase angle between the
I,a
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TYPE OF MOTIO EQUIVALENT DAM--ING EQUIVALENT DAMPING
MAXIPIL';1 PRESSURE
Ko	 (lb /in) Co	 (lb-sec/in)
CIRCULAR SYNCHRONOUS
-3uL2wE sin e
PRECESSION m 211RL3Ew
= w,	 E	 0 2c 2 (1 +	 e cos e ) 3m c3 (1 -E2)2
3
u^'	
n
2c3(1 - e2)37Z—
CAVITATED FILM Where em is giver. by:
I
(1+ECOSe )core +3Esin 2 8 =0 I	 uRL3	 n
UNCAVITATED FILM
m	 m	 m
0
I	
c3(1 - E2)
PURE RADIAL SQUEEZE	 I 1
^,^RI'' f n-cos - 	(E) J (2E2+_L)
MOTION
-3uL 2 E COs em 0 C3	 (1 - E2)5 T2
- 0, e # 0 2c2 (1 + E cos em) 3
CA.V:TAT"r;D FILM ^
d	 ° n
m uRL3n(2E2 + 1)
L'NCAVITATED FILM 0 C3(l - e
	
5 2
Table 2-1. Summary of Equivalent Stiffness and ramping Coefficients
for Sgt:eeze Film Damper Bearings.
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rotor unbalance vector and amplitude vector becomes less than
90 0 . When this condition occurs the force traosmi ted throught	 g
the support structure will always be greater than the unbalance
load. With an uncavitated film this problem does not occur because
no damper stiffness is generated. =o obtain the stiffness re-
quired to stabilize a rotor (see Section 3) it is necessary to
use retainer springs in the support bearings.
'	 One of the most significant parameters affecting damper per-
formance is the length to clearance ratio. The stiffness and
1	 damping coefficients vary as (L/C) 3
 an' therefore either doubling
the bearing length or decreasing the clearance by 1/2 will in-
crease the coefficients by a factor of 8.
17
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'	 3. ROTOR-BEARING ST-'JILITY AND DAMPER ANALYSIS
3.1 ROTOR-BEARING STABILITY
After Jeffcott's [5] analysis in 1919 of the single mass
1	 flexible rotor on rigid bearings, manufacturers began producing
light, flexible rotors operating above the first critical speed.
However.some manufacturers encountered severe operating diffi-
culties with some of their designs. These machines underwent
k
violent whirling while running above the critical speed and often
'	 failed.
'	 Experimental and analytical investigations by Newkirk and
Kimball [6) [7] revealed that the whirl instabilitv was not caused
'	 by unbalance in the rotor, but by internal shaft effects such as
internal friction. Kimball theorized that forces normal to the
plane of the deflected rotor could be produced by alternating
stresses in the meal fibers of the shaft. In light of this theory,
Newkirk concluded also that the same normal forces could be pro-
duced by shrink fits on the rotor shaft. By incorporating these
forces in Jeffcott's model Newkirk shooed that the rotor could be
unstable above the rotor critical speed.
1	
Further investigation by Newkirk showed cases cf rotor in-
stability which were not produced by shaft effects but by effects
in the journal bearings. [8] One cause of journal bearing in-
stability was later shown to be due to lack of radial stiffness
in the bearing and the instability occured at twice the rotor
18
critical speed. These instabilities were especially common in
lightly loaded rotors and larger bearing loads tended to promote
staoility. The effect of the larger loads is to cause cavitation
of the fluid film which results in a radial stiffness component
'	 of the bearing forces being produced. [9], [10), [11)
in 1965 Alford reported on the effects of aerodynamic forces
on rotors [12]. He showed that these forces couple the rotor
equations of motion and can produce instability. He also noted
that labyrinth seals and balance pistons also produce forces that
Ican promote instability.
Recent investigators including Gunter, Kirk and Choudhury
[13),[14] ,[15) have analyzed the effects of support flexibility
%nd damping on reducing rotor instability produced by the forces
just described.	 As a result they have derived stability criteria
for determining the necessary support characteristics.
One of the most general methods for determining rotor
stability is to derive the characteristic frequency equation of
' the system.	 The stability is given by the roots of this equation.
The real part of the root corresponds to an exponentially in-
creasing or decreasing function of time.	 Thus a positive real
part indicates instability whereas a negative real part
	 in-
dicates a stable system. 	 This type of stability analysis of a
rotor-bearing system therefore requires that the characteristic
equation be known.	 This equation is not always easy to obtain.
The characteristic equation is derived from the homogeneous
second order differential equations of motion of the system [15).
f	 1
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By aresuming solutions of the form
xi	 AieAt	 i	 1, ?, .... n
and differentiating, the equations are substituted back into the
equations of motion. This produces a matrix known as the character-
istic matrix. The determinant of this matrix gives the characteristic
equation, a polynomial of degreee 2n in a, where n is the number
of degrees of freedom of the system.
The computer program SDSTB [16] was used to produce the
stability mans shown in this section. The program calculates
the characteristic equation for a three-mass symmetric flexible
rotor mounted in journal bearings and supported in squeeze film
damper bearings. The rotor-bearing model is shown in Figure (3-1).
The rotor is assumed to remain stationary in the axial direction
so the rotor has six degrees of freedom and the characteristic
equation is therefore of degree twelve. The characteristic matrix
is shown in Figure (3-2). The determinant of this matrix gives
the characteristic equation. The unknown variable in this
equation ie A, the natural frequency of the system. An examina-
tion of the characteristic matrix shows that the coefficients
of A are functions of the rotor and bearing properties as well as in-
ternal shaft friction, absolute rotor damping and aerodynamic cross
coupling. The natural frequencies and stability of the system
are found by finding the roots of this equation.
The journal and support bearing characteristics can either be
inserted directly as linear coefficients or they may be calculated
20
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Figure 3-i Three-Mass Flexible Rotor Mounted in
Flexible, Damped Supports
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in t}^e program from the bearing par:ameter:^ by solving for the
equilibrium positions of the journal and support. 	 These charac -
teristics are non-linear functions of the journal eccentricity.
The stability maps in this chapter were produc e with the linear-
ized journal and support bearing characteristics given as input
t`
data to the program.	 The assumption of linear bearing charac-
^'.
teristics is useful because for low eccentricity the characteristics
' do not vary greatly with changes in eccentricity. 	 This assumption
allows a large savings in computer time.	 If the non-linear charac-
' tezistics are calculated,	 the amount of computer time increases
because an	 iterative	 procedure is used to find the equilibrium
position.
fAsan example of how a stability map is prodr3ced, consider
'
t}ce following	 system:
KUTOR C}IARACTEItISTICS
•	 ROTOR WEIGHT	 W2	 =	 675 lbs
JO^.IItNAI, WEIGHT	 WJ	 =	 312 lbs	 (each)
' SUPPORT WEIGHT	 W1	 15 lbs (each)
SIiAFT STIFFNESS	 KS	 _	 280000 lb/in
' SHAFT DAMPING	 CS	 =	 .10 lb-sec/in
' INTERNAL DA."II'ING
	 CI	 =	 0.0	 lb-s^^c/in
ROTOR SPEED	 N	 =	 1.0000
	
RPM
r
R 13EARINC CIiARACT:;RISTICS
K	 =	 1.287 x 10 6 lb/in
xx -
K 	- 	 1.428 is 10 6 lb /in
yy
G	 1200 lb-sec/in
roc
^1 T
.v
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 ^l ^ ^^,.
1	 C	 =	 1290 lb-sec/in
37'
..,
K	 K	 0.0 lb/in
^	
yx
=C	 . U	 0.0 lb-sec/in
xy	 yx
Two values of aerodynamic cross coupling were sE:leCted, Q =
20000 lb/in and Q = 100,000 lb/i.n.	 For each value of Q, 	 several
ivalues from 50,000of support stiffness were selected ranging
' lb/in to 500,000 lb/in. 	 For each value of support stiffness a
range of support damping values from 0 to 10000 lb-sec/in was
used.	 Using this method a stability contour was found for a
given value of aerodynamic cross coupling and support stiffness.
The rotor and bearing characteri: • tics remained unchanged.
Figures (3-3) and (3-4) show the stability maps for the
above system for the two values of aerodynamic cross coupling.
There is an intermediate range of support damping values for which
the sytem is_stab__le for a given value_of the_support_stiffnes^....^^__ __
As the stiff:^ess is increased the system becomes less stable.
With Q = 20000 lb/in the optimum amount of damping ranges from
500 to 2500 lb-sec/in as the stiffness increases from 50000 to
i500000 lb/in.	 For damping less than 100 lb-sec/in the system 	 is
unstable for all values of .stiffness.
	 T}ie same is true if the
damping exceeds 10000 lb-sec/in.
For Q ^ 100000 lb/in t}^e optimum damping is 1000 lb-sec/in
and does not shift over the stiffness range selected.	 Wien the	 support
' stiff ness reaches 250000 lb/in the system is unstable for all values
of damping.
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3.2 STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS 	 •
The linearized stt+bility maps just discussed provide in-
format.ion on the support characteristics needed to promote
stability in a given rotor-bearing system. There remains the
problem of relating these characteristics to the actual damper
'	 system.	 The sq^+eeze bearing equations derived in section 2 ir.
i^	 rotating coordinates are used to _determine the preliminary
`, beari+^g design. As noted in section 2, these equations were de-
rived assuming steady-state circular, synchronous precession of
the journal.
The damper characteristics, stiffness, damping and pressure
are functions of the amplitude of the journal orbit, fluid vis-
cosity and damper ;eometry. The addition of oil supply grooves,
end seals and cavitation affect the damper characteristics.
The steady-state equations have been programmed on a digital
computer. This program, SQFDAMI', analyzes three basic bearing
conf ig++rations
1. Plain damper no oil supply groove or end seals.
2, Damper with oil supply groove but without end seals.
3, Damper with both oil suprl.y gr'^ove a+id end seals.
'	 Both cavitated and uncavitated fluffd films can be analyzed.
Figures (3-5) - (3-7) show the c::,r =:^ •^ teristics for a damper
being considered for the 675 lb rotor system described earlier.
The damper has an oil supply groove and end seals, and the fluid
'	 film is assumed to be cavitated. The damper parameters are,
length, 1.0 incises, radius, 1.2 inc}+es and fluid fiscosity 10
microrcyns.
^, ,
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For the case where Q = 20,000 lb./in. it was determined that the
optimum support damming is ahout 500 lb.-sec./in.,and the support stiff-
ness should be less than 100,000 lb./in. IIecause ft is desirable to
keep the eccentricity ratio of the damper low, Figures (3-5) and (3-G)
reveal that this damper will provide the necessary stiffness and damping
characteristics with a clearance of about 4 mils at an eccentricit y
 ratio
of e = .10 to .20. This corresponds to a damper orbit' of 0.4 to 0.8 mils
amplitude. The maximum hydrodynamic pressure in the damper is about 100
psi for this clearance. If the fluid film does not cavitate, the re-
sulting damping characteristics are doubled. A slightly larger clear-
ance, S.0 mils, will produce the optimum dampi.n^,. However, because the
uncavitated film does not produce an equivalent stiffness, retainer
springs must be incorporated in the damper. If the end seals are flexi-
ble, the required spring rate may be obtained from the;n.
One advantage of the uncavitated film is that if the journal
eccentricity ratio should become very large, there is no rise in stiff-
ness that could cause the system to become unstable or raise the critical
speed above the operating speed.
If Q = 100,000 lb./in., the optimum clamping is 1,000 lb-sec/in,
and tl^e effective damper stiffness developed by the combined acting of
the retainer spring support and the damper. hydrodynamic action cannot
exceed 100,000 lb. /irr. In order to achieve the necessary damping
required, a low clearance damper of the order of 3 to 4 mils is needed.
lluwever, Gince fire total support stiffness cannot exceed 100,000 lb./in.,
then with a 3 mil clearance, the eccentricity of the damper cannot exceed
31
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'	 0.75 mil. With a 3 mil clearance and the damper operating with a
' synci^ronous orbit of a	 0.23 abo^^t the damper origin, a stiffness
of 250,000 lb./in. will be generated. 	 This high value of stiffness
therefore will prevent the rotor system from achieving stabilisation.
If tl ►e aerodynamic cross-coupling on the machine is 100,000
' lb./in.,	 then the squeeze film damper must be sized very carefully
' for the application because of the large aerodynamic loading on the
machine.	 For example, on Figure 3-6 a line i.s drawn at the stiffness
value of 100,000 lbs./in.
	 The damper cannot. be
 operating above this
level because of the excessive stiffness that would be generated by
the damper.	 The intersection of the stiffness value of 100,000 with
j the clearance curves of 3, 6, and 10 mils produces the maximum allo^aable
operating eccentricity for this design of damper.	 On Figure (3-S),the
' line of 1,500 is drawn on the figure.	 The operation of the da^iper
cannot he above this level as this would produce excessive damping in
the system.	 Likewise the line at 350 is drawn on the figure, and the
damper cannot operate below this limit as there would be insufficient
damping produced in order to stat^ilize the rotor.	 Thus the damper must
1 operate so as to produce a rcinge of damping coefficients between 350 and
1,500 lb-se::/in if the rotor is to be stabilized with this high value
o` aerodynamic cross-coupling. 	 Next the points of intersection from
Figure 3-6 where the stiffness line of 100,000 lb./in. 	 intersects the
clearance curve is superimposed nn Figure 3-5,and this line is drawn.
The operation above this line will produce excessive stiffness in the
damper.
	
The region bounded by the excessive stiffness line and the
.•s
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iroducc^the a11o^^abl^e desl.gn region. Por this case of
isideration, it ran b^>_ seen that there is only a small
n^^„w.,.,^` ^"^^,,^ region between 2^ to 4 mils bearing clearance with
a maximum eccentricity of .2. If the damper does not operate in this
ref;ion, then proper stabilization of the rotor configuration will not
be achieved. If the dam^,er system :is to be designed to stabilize a
Q value of 100,000 lbs./i.1.,it is therefore desirable to study other
damper lengths and clearance values in order to obtain a damper con-
figuration which has a larger design region. If the Q value for
design is only required to be 20,000 lbs./in., then the design rc•bion
is greatly extended, and r_t.ie permissible damper clearance f• ?r, vary
from 3 to 6 mils with a maximum cccentrrcity af. 2.5.
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'	 4. ROTOR TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
In the previous section, the design characteristics of the damper
^'	 i were presented basE^d upon linearized rotor bearing theory. If is often
important to evaluate the rotor dynamical behavior with and without a
squer^ze film damper under operatinK conditions. In order to gain an
1	 understanding of the type of rotor motion generated in the system under
the actian of aerodynamic cross-coupling or internal rotor friction,
'	 the rotor,as illustrated in the sample problem, was run with a transient
program to simulate the motion at the rotor center and the bearing loca-
tions.
Figure 4-1 represents the journal motion of a turborotor mounted
in tilting pad bearings operating at 10,000 RI'M. The rotor mass center
has a small unbalance of .5 mils eccentricity. 1'he rotor is operating
with an internal friction factor. of 20 lb.-sec. /in. The behavior of the
rotor is similar to the case where Q equals 20,000 lb./ln. If noncon-
tacti^lg probes were placed at tl^e bearing locations to monitor the rotor
motion, there would probably be little reason for concern as the total
rotor amplitude is approximately 1/2 of a mil. A 'rc..luency analyzer,
however, would indicate that there is a fractional frequency whir] motion
present in tk ►e journal orbit.
'	 However, if noncontacting probes were placed at the rotor center,
then a large whirl orbit of over 4 mils would he detected as shown in
Fig. 4-2. Therefore, it is aeon that the rotor motion is 8 times the
'	 magnitude of the bearing motion for this p;^rticular configuration. Even
if the rotor speed increases while the aerodynamic cross-coupling or
^'^	 ^	 34
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internal friction remains constant, then the whirl amplitude will gre.^ttly
increase. Sustained rotor operations under thc:;e conditions could result
in the contacting of the rotating element with the casing with possible
dire consequences.
Figure 4-3 represents the rotor system with a squeeze damper support
system added to it with a design support stiffness of 130,000 lb./in. and
a support damping of 150 lbs.-sec./in. The rotor speed is also taken
as 10,000 RPM. The rotor system is released and the centerline rapidly
spirals out from the origin due to the application of the rotor unbalance.
After approximately 10 cycles of shaft motion, the initial transient motion
dies out, :tnd the rotor assumes a stable synchronous whirl orbit with a
maximum amplitude of 1 mil.. Figure 4-4 represents the rotor motion with
the speed increased to 16,000 RPM. Phe ahsulute rotor orbit shown in the
figure represents the trajectory from 10 to 18 cycles of shaft motion.
Here again it can be seen that the rotor is approaching a highly stable
synchronous whirl orbit. In Figure 4-3 and 4-4 it is seen that the rotor
under the action of low internal friction or aerodynamic cross-coupling
can be stabilized wit}t a damping value as low as 150 lb-sec/in. However,
if the. damping vale chosen for the damper is too low, the rotor is unsta--
hle. Figure 4-5 shows several orbits of she rotor with 50,000 lb./in.
stiffness, but only 10 ]b.-sec./in damping. This underd.unped system
foes unstable rapidly.
Figure 3-4 on the stability of the flexible rotor with the large
aerodynamic cross-coupling of Q = 100,000 lb./in. sl:ow^ that in order to
stabilize the rotor, the support system must he carefully tuned with a
i
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^:upport damping of 1,000 lb.-sec./in. and a support stiffness of. the
range of 50,000 to 100,000 lb./in.	 Figure 4^ represents the rotor
motion with an aerodynamic cross-coupling of Q ^ 100,000 lb./in. and
' the optimum support characteristics of. K = 50,000 lbs./in.	 and a support
^1.:
damping of 1,000 lb.--sec./in. 	 It can be seen that after the initial
transient motion has died out the rotor orbit is a highly stable syncltro-
3r ' ' Woos motion with an amplitude of approximately 1.2 mils.	 If the damper
should be overloaded in the vertical direction due to external loads
t and improper centering, then it is possible for. the damper stiffness to
a^=
increase greatly in excess of the 50,000 lb./in, optimum value. 	 Figure
4-64-7 represents the situation similar to Figure	 except that the verti-
cal support stiffness has been increased from 50,000 to 500,000 lb./in.
^'
In this c^^s^^ ^t can be seen that the rotor motion is highly unstable,	 and
' the rotor continues to orbit outwarc+ with a large self-excited whirl
tr^otiun. After five cycles of shaft motion, the orbit has grown to over
7 mils amplitude in the v^rt.ical direction.
1
	 The transient rotor attd damper motion presented in the previous
figures was based upon linearized bearing and damper coefficients. In
tine actual damper, the forces generated are highly nonlinear functions
of the journal displacement and ve!ociti Cutn*o*.eats. In order to take
this into consideration, transient orbits of. the rotor bearing system
ware run using tl^e complete nonlinear damper farces in the program. It
has been found that the unbalance level, centering and ;:he magnitude of
the retainer spring rate have a significant effect on the ability of the
	 '
damper to perforw properly. For example, Figure 4-7 represents :he
41
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^' ^	 motion of the squeeze film damper with a retainer spring of 50,000 1L. /in.
and a clearance of 7 mils. T'ne rotor hae an unbalance eccentricity of
- ^	 25% of the bearing clearance of 1.75 mils, which creat^3 a rotating load
of 3,700 lbs. Altl ►ough the initial starting position assumed was con-
siderably r.emo^red from the Cinal steady-state orbit, it can be seen that
the initial transient quickly dies out and the damper assumes a synchro-
Woos circular orbit wit? an eccentricity of radius of .25. The maximum
dynamic transmissibility encountered was .74 which occurred during the
first cycle of shaft motion. After the steady-state motion is achieved,
the final dynamic transmissibility is greatly reduced and is of the order
of .37. Therefore it can be seen that the squeeze film damper, in addi-
tion to stabilizing the rotor motion also greatly assists in the attenu-
ation of the forces generated by rotor ur^balanr.e.
If the squeeze damper were perfectly linear, a doubling of the
unbalance force would cause twice the force transmitted to the support
system. llowever, the dynamic transmissibility of .37 would remain the
same. In Figure 4-9, the unbalance eccentricity is increased from .25
^o .5. Here it is seen that the dynamic transmissibilty has increased
dramatically from .74 to 2.15. This implies that more force is trans-
mic:ted through the damper support system than there would be if the
daml.er were perfectly rigid. This represents a situation where putting
in a damper is worse than hutting in no damper at all. Therefore it
is seen ti^at if the rotor is operating with high unbalance as well as aero-
dynamic cross-coupling, the nonlinear forces generated in the squeeze
film damper would he such that the high equivalent damper stiffness
generated would not. permit the damper support system to stabilize the
rotor.
i
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SOUEE7_E FILM BEARING
CAV?TATEO FILM
"VERTICAL ^ ,^. ,^,,,,
N_	 = 675.0 LBS	 N	 = 10500 RPH
L	 = 2.000 IN	 R	 - 3.50 IN
C	 = 7.00 NILS	 MU	 = ?_.y90 NICROREYNS
PS	 = 0.00 PSI	 FMAX= 2725.1 LBS
^!X
	 - 0.00 LBS	 WY	 = 0.00 LBS
FU	 = 3699.90 LBS	 EMU = .25
KRX = 50000 LB/IN	 KRY = 50000 L8/IN
TRO = .7^1 PMAX= 131.98 PSI
Figure 4— 8 Vertical Unbal^inced Rotor in Squeeze Filn Bear-
ing - Effect of Unbalance MaEnitude - Unbalance
Ecdentricity ^ 1.75 fiil.s
SQUEEZE FILM BEARING
CAVITATEO FILM
HORIZONTAL ^,, b, ,^,
N	 = 675.0 LBS N	 = 10500 RPM
L	 = 2. nn0 IN R	 = 3.5Gi1 IN
C	 = 7.00 MILS MU	 = 2.y90 MICROREYNS
PS	 _ 0.00 PSI FMAX= 15891.1 LBS
'	 NX	 - 0.00 LB5 WY	 = O.00 LBS
FU	 = 7399.41 L3S EMU = .50
KRX = 50006 LB/IN KRY = 50000 LB/IN
TRO = 2.15 PMAX= y699.92 PSI
Figure 4- 9	 Vertical Unbalanced Rotor in Squeeze Film Bear-
ing - Effect of Unbalance Magnitude - Unbalance
Eccentricity ^ 3.50 rills.
Y
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S. F.XPI;RIMENTAL ROTOR MOTION
The squeeze film damper bearing has been applied successfully to
-	
'	 ^several centrifugal compressors in order to stabilize them from self-
excited whirl motion. However in each case, the squeeze film damper
	 ^
a
bearing; had t^^ be carefully sized for the particular machine in con-
^i
'	 sideration. The design of the squeeze film damper for one machine may
riot necessarily produce satisfactory results in another. Figure 5-1
'	 represents a centifugal compressor before a ►^d after stabilization with
a squeeze film damper. The trace at the left represents the original
'^;
c-bit of the rotor operating at a compressor discharge pressure of
	
'	 175 psi. The rotor became highly unstable above this discharge of
pressure. After the squeeze film damper was employed, the full com-
	
'	 pressor discharge pressure could be achieved. The resulting whirl
orbit as shown in the right hand upper figure shows that the rotor
system is highly stable with only a small compcnent of self excited
whirl motion existing in the rotor.
Figure 5-2 represents the frequency spectrum for various operating
	
'	 speeds of a centrifugal compressor in tilting pad bearings which exhibited
	
'	 whirl instability at the design operating speed. Tl^e rotor was run
from 0 to 14,000 RPM, and the motion was recorded ontape and analyzed
tthrough a real time analyzer. At the various speeds, an analysis was
made of the frequency components of the rotor motion. For example, the
	
'	 45° li^ic drawn on the plot represents the synchronous rotor motion.
	
'	 There is also a small component of twice the operating speed as seen on
t
the chart. At a speed of 10,500 RFM a small component of self-excited
^`	 ^	 whirl instability was detected. The frequency of this component corre-
fi^ '
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S -^ABILIZED R0^1"OR ORBIT	 STABILIZED ORBIT
X 2 AMPLI FI CATiON	 FILTERED SIGNAL
UNBALANCE ORBIT ONLY
N = 11,300
Figure 5-1. Rotor Orb(ts of a Turbo Compressor B©fore and After
Stab(Ilzatlon by Damper Supports
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sponds approximately to the first critical speed at 4,200 RYM. !^s the
Rpeed of the rotor is increased, the subsynchronous whirl motion grows.
Operation under these conditions caused a considerable wearing of the
seals and bearings which required periodic replacement of the components.
'	 Squeeze film dampers were designed for this compressor using the
methods developed in the previous sections. Figure 5- 3 represents the
	
'	 freduency spectrum of the compressor with the squeeze film dampers
installed. Note that the rotor system is now highly stable and that
	
'	 there is no indication of self-excited whirl instability. The synchronous
motion at design speed was also reduced considerably 'uy means of trim
^	 balancing a coupling. It should be noted that there is no way that bal-
:ancing the rotor alone could reduce or remove the self-excited nonsyncl^ro-
'	 not,s component in the rotor. It may also be of interest to note that the
two times component has not been reduced by the squeeze film dampers or
by balancing the rotor. It may well bc^ that the two tunes component is
caused by a misaligned coupling, and that a hot align,uent should he per-
^_
formed on the machine,
Oscilloscope traces of the rotor orbits before and after stabili-
nation are shown in Figure 5^i. Figure 5-4a shows that the total motion
including both synchrenous and nonsynchronous components of vibration at
tho operating speed of 13,500 RPM. Following stabilization of the rotor
with dampers, Figure 5-4b shows nonsynchronous motion on the upper trace
and total motion on [he lower trace. The resulting total motion is
I
nearly all synchronous because the nonsynchronous component is very
small.
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ROTOR ORBITS OF A CENTRIFUGAL
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A. BEFORE STABILI7_ATION-TOTAL MOTION
LARGE S'r NCHf^ONOUS AND
NONSYI`^CI-^RONOUS WHIRL MOTION
SCALE ^ I MIL/MAJOR DIV.
i
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B. AFTER STABILIZATION WITH DAMPER
UPPER TRACE- NONSYNCHRONCUS MOTION
LOWER TRACE- TOTAL MOTION
Figure 5•-4	 ^ ^
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Tt^e history of this compressor over a period of years showed slowly
increasing vibration levels following each replacement of sea19 and
hearings until wear became excessive. No large vibrations, either
synchronous or nonsynchronous, were observed in the rotor operation over
Ean eight month period after the dampers were installed.
F•i
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(t.	 COnC1uSjOnS
1. Seif excited whirl m^^tion may be created in turbomnchinery by
one or more of the following effects; 	 aerodynamic cross-coupling
internal friction,	 fluid film bearings attd seals, balance pistons,
and labyrinths.
2. 'f he use of tilting pad bearin b does not guarantee stable operation
because of other effects as mentioned above.
3.• Long multi-stageturborotors operating at sev:^ral times the rotor
first critical speed may be very suscept.able to self-excited whirl
instability.
4. With short rigid rotors, stability may be improved by a reduction
of clearance of the tilting pad bearings, whereas with long flexi-
' ble rotors, a reduction of bearing clearance can lead to cata-
stropic failure.
S. Stability may be improved by the followin};
a.	 Reduction in operating speed or power level.
^^ b.	 Reduction of ir^sta',tility mechanis;ns
Ic. Increase in effective shaft stiffness
t d.	 Increase in effective rotor modal damping
6. Properly designed squeeze film dampers can improve stability and
Iunbalance response characteristics of turbomachinery by increasing
the modal damping.
7. The damper characteristics must be sized for a particular rotor-
r
t
t
bearinb system.
8. }^or a given dar,iper design there
	 is a limit
	 to the level of sE^if-
^^	 ^ excitation that it can stabilize.
1
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9. 1'hc hii;her Che level of aerodynamic cross- coupling the more
carefully tl^e damper must be tuned to the rotor.
10. The self excited motion at the center of the rotor may be
considerably greater than the motion monitored at or near the
bearings
11. Excess ve squeeze film stiffness or damping will reduce the
effectiveness of the damper.
12. Tlie squeeze film damper characteristics are highly nonlinear
functions of the eccentricity ratio and hence the damper may
not function properly under excessive loading.
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